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Legal Actions Against Activision Blizzard and Its Board

- [CLE] Department of Fair Employment and Housing vs. Activision Blizzard, Inc., Blizzard Entertainment, Inc., Activision Publishing Inc., and Does One Through Ten, inclusive, Superior Court of California, Country of Los Angeles, Case No. 21STCV26571
- [CLE] York County on Behalf of the County of York Retirement Fund, Derivatively on Behalf of Nominal Defendant, Activision Blizzard, Inc. vs. Robert A. Kotick, Brian Kelly, Reveta Bowers, Robert Corti, Hendrik Hartong III, Barry Meyer, Robert Maorgado, Peter Nolan, Dawn Ostroff, Casey Wasserman and Activision Blizzard, Inc. Superior Court of California, Country of Los Angeles, Case No. 21STCV28949
- [CLE] $18M EEOC Consent Decree

Surviving the Crisis


Recommended Reading

Relevant Laws

- [CLE] Employers Ability to Restrict Employees Use of Social Media
- [CLE] Equal Pay Act

Culture & Organizational Justice

- The Wrong Ways to Strengthen Culture

Design Thinking & Organizational Culture

- Design Thinking and Organizational Culture: A Review and Framework for Future Research
Ellen M. Hunt, J.D. Bio

Ellen is a lawyer, ethics & compliance professional, audit executive, and chief privacy officer. She has expertise in identifying, evaluating and mitigating risks as an advisor to the Board of Directors and senior management. She has over 20 years of management experience in various industries in creating, designing, implementing, and operating world class ethics and compliance programs including board governance and reporting, designing instructor led and on-line ethics education, creating policy management frameworks, managing enterprise and compliance risk processes as well as handling investigations and regulatory agency inquiries. She has deep knowledge of the regulatory requirements for governmental grants and contracts, has managed litigation matters, and redesigned audit planning processes to identify and mitigate risk.

Ellen currently serves as the Vice President, Compliance Program Operations and Chief Privacy Officer for LifePoint Health, a national network with 60,000 employees in over 80 hospitals, post acute services, and outpatient centers operating in 28 states. Before joining LifePoint, she has served as the Senior Vice President - Audit, Ethics & Compliance Officer for AARP, a 38 million member not-for-profit association that advocates for those 50+ to empower them to choose how they live as they age. Ellen created the first Code of Conduct and Code of Ethics for the AARP Boards and established an ethics and compliance program from seven page conflict of interest policy to AARP being honored as a World’s Most Ethical Company in 2019 and 2020. At AARP, she set the strategic direction for both the Internal Audit and the Ethics & Compliance functions with a team of seven and a budget of over $1 million.

Ellen serves on the Advisory Boards for the Notre Dame Deloitte Center for Ethical Leadership, Loyola University Chicago-School of Law- Compliance Studies, Compliance Week, and the Quorum Initiative.

She writes on important topics related to risk and is a frequent presenter at national conferences.